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       Thochts on Winter Wedder      Mary Johnston

Skelpin sleet freezin yer face
fite furlin flakes like fedders
a lowrin lift, yowden drift -
mak for hame an the ingle!
            *   *   *
Fen ice tangles hing on the waa
an Jock the scaffie blaas on his hans
an scooshes stuff oot o a can
an scrapes the ice aff the side o’s van
an stumps his feet, an sweers like hell
an lands a kick on the nearest wheel-
mair snaa, mair snaa, says the wedderman.
Gweed damnit, mun, there’ll be mair snaa!
             *     *    *
For six lang months norland fowk                              
thole lang dark days an jeelin nichts,                     
nae singin birds in widland leys,                              
nae loupin fish in lochans,
nyaakit trees an busses
chitter ti keep themsels waarm;
aathin’s happit wi neive sized flakes                        
smoored neeth onendin ondyngs                                               
cooried doon for the lang winter’s sleep,
wytin the sun’s returnin.
      *     *    *
But look!  See here!
A laich lowe kindlin
the tap o thon knowe heid
the summer sun is tchyaavin                                        
ti hecht itsel abeen.                                                         
Snaa-bree braks up on the lochan’s screef                    
naith the blinks o the waatry sun,
the fite hap ower the kintra side melts –                  
sypes intil the grun:                                                        
the sun nae langer  thowless,                                        
speels up an up in the lift,                                               
an the hale warld lies lown,                                                 
buskit in gowden licht.                                                      

                     My Cat             Stuart Blair

An apology and correction:  Some time ago the 
following poem was published on Scrivens:

 My cat has the most street-cred.
He brings me lots of presents,
all of them dead.
 
New evidence has since come to light and I would 
therefore like to issue the following as both an 
apology and correction:

My cat has drawn a pentagram,
it’s underneath the door mat
which now explains the sacrifice
of mouse, vole, bird and rat.

                       Grave Stone        John Kirk

Enter, stranger, while you may,
This ground where God has had His day.
Hear what graveyard ghosts may tell
For Borthwick church is up for sale.

Nine hundred years these old stones stood
And gave to pilgrim souls some good.
Souls and bones the clays here fill
But Borthwick church is up for sale.

Eight centuries brought peace or strife.
Borthwick brimmed with country life.
What caused that beating heart to fail  
That Borthwick Church is up for sale?

Eight centuries the myth maintained
And quiet peasant faith sustained.
What awful curse the place befell
That Borthwick Church is up for sale?  

Into Lothian pastures green
Infiltrated the Machine.
Power unheard of took the men
South to Picardy and Seine.
No chance the Padre’s upbeat spiel,
It seems that hell’s gates do prevail
As Ypres, Somme, Passchendaele,
A hundred-year slow death entail:

Borthwick Church is up for sale.
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                MASTERPIECE          Graham Leake

I could have been five or six years old when my career 
as a pianist and composer took off - and fizzled out. My 
oeuvre was not extensive; indeed it was singular. But my 
elder brother noted it, and never forgot it.
     The work is easy to describe. The first six notes alternate 
between the highest note on the piano and the lowest 
- in that order. This is followed by a five-finger exercise 
starting at middle C - and finally there is the discordant 
sound of the palm of the right hand descending the 
keyboard in five stages. The sound of the last section can 
be variable depending upon where the palm strikes. The 
piece concentrates on the white keys, but if some black 
ones are included in the last section, it is of no particular 
consequence.
     Brian must have heard the piece several times before 
he asked what it was called. Without hesitation I told 
him it was Coal Farmyard. I have no idea where the title 
came from. Some day I must discuss the matter with my 
psychoanalyst - when I get one.
    Around that time, Brian gave up piano lessons. He 
had been introduced to Jazz, which became a lifelong 
enthusiasm. From then on, he was self-taught. Eventually 
he became a respected professional instrumentalist and 
band leader. An entry in the Rough Guide To Jazz describes 
him as ‘One of Britain’s most gifted swing pianists . . .’
     Although Brian’s cat, which trod on a sequence of notes 
on the keyboard one day, inspired a composition called 
Rufus Rag, he was never to use my material as a basis for 
his own music. But he hadn’t forgotten Coal Farmyard. 
Occasionally, he would ask me to play it. Though it amused 
him, he never ridiculed my childish effort. On the whole, 
however, I think that the fact that my musical career was 
brief is not a bad thing. Coal Farmyard is best forgotten. 
Unplayed. Abandoned.

SNAPSHOT      Saffire Joriades- Israel

She was destined for big things, but de-throned at birth,
She was dying inside, but hid it with mirth,
Her heart was of gold but kept locked in a safe.
She was well fed and curvy but felt like a waif.

Was the life and the soul, but the guests, they all left,
In the wake of their laughter she felt so bereft,
Always dressed to the nines, but the nines became ten,
She tried mindful thinking, then lost all her zen.

Was on top of the world, but her world fell apart,
She often found love, but then men broke her heart,
Was as happy as Larry, then Larry walked out,
She started off slender but ended up stout.

She bought meals for one, then was eating for two …
She couldn’t believe it, then found it was true,
She gave birth in winter – a bonny wee son,
The light of her life – she had just the one.

She met Tom, Dick and Harry – they took her for a ride,
She was always the bridesmaid and never the bride,
She worked hard for a living, but living was hard.
She’d give them an inch, but they all took a yard.
The wolf, he showed up and he kept a knocking, 
She did what she had to – they said it was shocking,
But she put a roof over both of their heads,
Food on the table, TV and warm beds.

The decades passed by, and now she was old,
Her golden years – or so she’d been told,
They say time heals all wounds, and change is a rest,
Her heart was at peace because she’d done her best,

She’d grown used to her skin, though it fitted less tight,
Her hair was all grey now, but that was alright,
She’d dusted herself off and hung up her hat,
She breathed her last breath and thought –
                 Well then, that’s that.

DOLPHIN GLASS                    Diana Stevens

Blown
in a Cologne workshop
near the Rhine, packed in straw,
carried by wave-power and sail over cold northern seas.
Gently housed in a bathhouse embellished by vibrant tesserae,
with handles of leaping dolphins I rested on marble, blue glass misting with billowing steam -
made to house fragrant oil of lavender, cardamom, cinnamon and essence of pine.
My Roman masters were anointed by slaves and strigil scraped to purify.
I am seventeen hundred years old, was buried, unearthed, but survived.
Now I sit in glass isolation, no longer useful
a paper number twenty-eight beside me
people come and stare to marvel
at my age, my colour, my shape
wonder did Caesar touch me?
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IN AND OUT OF CLOUDS    Paul Duffney

Is it you who just got on?
It’s like your hair
You’re probably married now
life’s unfair.

I’ve got an old class photo
keep it still because of you
Though rows of faces fade
your smile is always new.

At school you sat in front
so attentive, your long hair
I longed to touch, to kiss
and never dared.

Other girls, despite their looks
were cold as ice
while, to sisters who got hurt
you were nice.

It’s silly but when you were happy
sunshine would fill up the skies.
Anything you wore was fashion
soft eyelashes, your blue eyes…

That April day
the teachers made us queue
we had to stand in pairs
I stood, hand in hand, with you.

Your cruel brother asked you once
in whispers barely hushed
Is he your boyfriend?
and you blushed.

Why do we lack self esteem
too shy to say the things we mean?
Happiness is lost or won
as in and out of clouds the sun . . .

Oh! . . . you’re getting off . . . you’ll go
I’ll never tell you how . . . Hello!
I’m grinning like a fool at you
but you remember, you smile too.

Oh you’ll miss your stop
sitting here beside me yet
talking of the past and laughing
happy, like me, that we met.

How can I know so certainly,
however long we live, we two
you’re someone who will always be
with me and I with you.

THE JOURNAL OF INTERN ZADAK     Diana Stevens

Day One

   It started well.  Intern Vlad and I were chosen to 
work together which was auspicious. We accessed our 
designated area and requested background information 
from Library, which as usual, has not been timeously 
received. Unfortunately we wrongly assumed the area 
was one presenting glacial conditions, similar to the 
last planet visited, thus encasing ourselves in protective 
clothing, making sure that our water bottles were easily 
accessible. Just as we were about to embark a note from 
Admin informed us that a jungle walk had been arranged. 
A quick request to Translator had been a terse: ‘Dunno, 
says here slang term for urban area’. 
     Shock to the system might not be too strong a term to 
use. Intern Vlad and myself were ‘pole-axed’ – I believe 
is the word. We were bombarded by heat and light, by 
strange smells and animal sounds. By all the water, never 
have we seen so much water. I thought my water bottle 
was leaking because I could feel water running down my 
body but no, it was coming out of me. Of course, our 
super-heated suits did not help but once all that had been 
sorted out and Akmal, our guide, most kindly provided 
us with pieces of cloth he called a sarong, we were 
able to proceed with our jungle walk.  Akmal was most 
informative. His father had been a witch doctor (Note: 
check this term with Library) and had taught him a great 
deal about the use of plants. He explained that jungle 
was another name for rain forest. We were astounded to 
hear that the rain fell every day, no wonder there was so 
much water. We are fortunate if it rains every year or two. 
We were most fascinated to learn about the strangler fig 
tree which starts as a small seed at the top of the tree. 
It sends out roots that reach the jungle floor completely 
encasing the mother tree and taking all its sustenance, 
eventually killing it. We were able to view the process 
in all its different stages – there are very many of these 
trees. We were able to taste some of its fruit which was 
most delicious and apparently much appreciated by many 
jungle animals. (Note – ask Translator for definition of 
parrots, bats, monkeys etc.)
     We stopped for a rest at one of the many water streams 
– a leech stop, our guide told us. As I was trying to hear 
Translator above the rushing noise of the water, I noticed 
with some horror, a worm-like creature which appeared 
to have attached itself to my foot. Akmal laughed and 
removed it with a quick twist. He told us they only take 
a little of your blood but better to remove them quickly. 
I did notice that the leeches that sucked Vlad and I were 
blue but the one Akmal removed from himself was red 
but decided on discretion and investigation later. 
     Such a different world – abundant water and the green 
canopy enclosing us. Something constantly chirping, 
Akmal said they were called cicadas and the noise of water 
everywhere. So many trees, with a multitude of plants 
hanging down from other plants and extraordinarily wet 
and muddy underfoot. All very exhausting. We were most 

thankful to return to the peace and quiet of the mother 
ship. Tomorrow there will be much to assimilate and 
investigate. (Note: urgent request for another Translator 
and access to faster Library service).
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SO       Jeff Kemp

Paper planes
only get made
by those unafraid
of being shot down in flames:

playing with ideas 
keeps dreams alive.

Ship shape to 
shift weight aside,
sinking fears
get displaced.

So the captain and pilot
bridge each other’s silence,
mutually dependent as 
experience and memory.

Vapour trails in the air,
wake dissipates,
everything points no-where
other than straight ahead.

So glance at instruments,
aim for the horizon, 
radar reliable as 
a metronome,

ticking like a drum kit, 
hold to a rhythm
heart-beat steady,  
once and again, 

sound check, 
it’s long since,
guitar and singer, 
I was led through adolescence,

listening relentlessly 
to riffs, lyrics, 
enjoying the moment, 
making latent 

what would subsequently 
be part of the everyday.

School run,
kids in the back
complaining as I praised
a particular song, 

then berated
the lack of bass in 
the car stereo’s lower range, 
all change,

vinyl, cassette, CD,
children leave,
music lost its place in 
my routine activities.

Weeks, months, years, 
later and excuse me 
squeeze past people,
looking for my seat, 

and I recognise the set-list,
first track to last, 
blasting from the stage* 
to my excuse me

bumping into ghosts 
of my disappeared self 
hearing the same songs as
a different person:

teenager
colliding with 
adult sitting in my 
ageing place.  

So
in the moment
so 
long ago. 

UNKNOWN      Pat Dickson

“Hello Mum”.
“Who’s Mum?”
“You’re Mum”.
“I don’t know where Mum is. She never comes any more”.
“No, you are Mum. My Mum”.
“Don’t be daft. I’m not your Mum”.
“Yes you are. I’m your wee girl”.
“You’re not a wee girl. You’re stupid.”
“I was your wee girl. Helen,”
“My name’s not Helen.”
“No, I’m Helen. You’re Sheila”.
“I’m not Sheila”.
“Well who are you then?”
“I don’t know”.
“Oh Mum.”
“Don’t call me that. I don’t know what you’re doing here. 
You don’t live here.”
“No, I live with John. And Andrew and Janey, your 
grandchildren”.
“Grandchildren? What age do you think I am?”
“Would you like to play a game maybe?”
“What, skipping or something?”
“Maybe cards, or snakes and ladders?”
“No, I’m tired now. Just go away.”
“I’ll come again soon Mum.”
“Don’t call me that! And don’t come here again.”
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TRUE DREAMS        Annemarie Allan

Esther fought her way through the undergrowth towards 
a rusty, corrugated structure, iron red and grey, almost 
invisible behind a riot of overgrown bushes at the far end 
of the garden. She forced open the door and found herself 
on the threshold of another world.
  Dappled sunlight flickered through a cobwebbed window 
on the back wall, revealing an armchair covered in a heavy 
embroidered rug. On a rickety table beside it stood an 
ancient oil lamp. Beside the lamp, a book.
Taking a deep breath, she stepped inside. There was a 
ghost here. Esther could feel its welcoming presence, a 
sense of a long life, well-lived. She sat down in a puff of 
ancient dust and took up the book.
     She stopped only when it grew too dark to read and 
passed over the threshold of the hut with no memory of 
what had absorbed her, body and soul, from the minute 
she turned the first page. But she knew she would return. 
She would bring oil for the lamp, settle down in the chair 
and continue reading until she reached the end.
     It took far longer than it should to force her way back 
through the bushes. All around her, branches creaked in 
the wind. From somewhere nearby came the strident call 
of crows winging their way home in the twilight. When 
at last she did break free, she stared in confusion at the 
open space ahead. There was no garden, no house. Only 
the endless trees stretching far into the distance.

A BIT O’ A DOO      Jean Stirling

‘Hi pal … ye canny doss here…this is oor roost! ‘  The 
tough-looking bird advanced menacingly towards the 
pigeon which was still out of breath having been chased 
by a hawk.
    The newcomer shook the rain from his wings and tried 
hurriedly to rearrange ruffled feathers. 
   ‘Oh, sorry old chap.   I’ve been clocking up the miles 
don’t you know and I’m somewhat off course. I’ll just have 
a little breather and then be on my way.’
    The roost was small and musty yet dry and warmed by 
the downy feathered bodies of the inhabitants who were 
now viewing him with a mix of curiosity and suspicion.
    His challenger, clearly the leader of the roost, cocked his 
head to one side. 
   ‘Well, wi’ an accent like that ah’ reckon yerr no frae 
‘roon here!’   
    Not sure whether this was a question or a statement 
of fact the intruder felt some introduction was required.
    ‘ I’m called Royal Blue 100’ he replied, ‘and I was supposed 
to be heading for the palace but got rather lost.   I’m a racer, 
bred from a pure line of racers at the royal palace. The 
queen is my patron.’   
  His voice trailed off as he realised from the body 
language of his audience that they weren’t impressed.  He 

continued . . . ‘I’m from a long line of champions  . . . we’ve 
won every single competition.’  
   Again – this seemed to have no impact and, almost 
pleading his case, he added, ‘and my ancestors were 
heroes . . . in fact one of them, Royal Blue, was a war 
veteran and earned the Dickin medal for bravery.’ 
   The pigeons laughed at this seemingly pompous little 
bird, raising a cacophony of ‘Look at the Doo – Royal 
Blue – look at the Doo – look at the Doo’ and bowing and 
scraping in a mocking dance as they circled him.  
    ‘That’s enough!’ snapped the leader. ‘He canny help 
his name or where he’s from. It’s no worse than the rest 
o’ yeese.’ The group quietened – leaving the leader to 
continue.  
   ‘Ah think we’ll just call ye Blue – it’s no such a beak 
full.’  ‘Mah name’s Corporal ‘cos of these’ and he proudly 
stretched to show two large white feathers – almost like 
stripes – on both wings.  
     ‘Ower there is Dodger and he nodded in the direction 
of a rather corpulent bird, half asleep in the corner.  
      ‘Is he called that because he avoids trouble?’ asked Blue.   
     ‘Naw’- Corporal laughed – ‘He stuck his claw in a jammy 
dodger an’ it took us a’ day tae peck it all off.’  
  Dodger sighed ecstatically with the pleasure of the 
memory . . . ‘Aye . . . it was the best manicure ever!’ 
    Corporal continued – ‘and behind ye is Bonaparte’. 
   ‘Ah – was he blown off course in the Paris race?’ asked 
Blue, trying to evidence his knowledge of word association.  
   ‘Naw son yerr way aff the mark. He’s frae Leith but keeps 
chasin efter a wee French burd called Josie.’
   Blue became aware now of his feathers being pulled and 
pecked quite roughly and turned to see who or what was 
assaulting him. 
   ‘Oh aye’ – groaned Corporal, ‘ah suppose ah’d better 
introduce ye tae Asbo.  We think he’s been in trouble ‘cos 
he’s tagged.’   
   Blue looked at the young bird, thin, dirty, an eye half 
closed, one wing drooping slightly as though damaged, 
and a ring on his leg. 
   Asbo bowed in mock salute.  ‘Aye – ‘n you must’ve been 
in even bigger trouble cos you’ve got two tags!’    
   ‘Oh . . . not at all old chap,’ Blue quickly replied, horrified 
to think Asbo considered him a kindred spirit.   ‘These are 
a sign of breeding. They say where we’re from and who 
owns us.’  
   Asbo considered this for a moment. ‘Dae ye mean ‘am no 
a dropoot efter a’? Ahm maybe a posh doo like you?’  Blue 
didn’t quite know how to reply. It was about pedigree, 
perfect breeding, ancestry, refinement etc and this fellow 
clearly did not meet the criteria.  Corporal and the other 
birds were now silent – waiting for some answer. 
   ‘Well’ . . . he started, hoping nothing he said would 
antagonise the group, ‘we both obviously were bred for 
a purpose . . . I come from royal stock . . . the Queen’s 
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pigeons, and I race for the Queen. You probably were also 
bred for . . . someone . . . just not her majesty.  Your ring 
should tell us.’  
   Corporal, Dodger and Bonaparte advanced towards 
Asbo – keen to examine the ring, but only succeeded in 
knocking him off his perch and he flew out of the roost.  
    Blue watched him go, slightly relieved at the departure.   
‘Oh, I’m so sorry . . . I didn’t mean to upset him.’ 
   ‘Naw, yer awright . . . ye’ve done him a favour’ chuckled 
Corporal.   ‘He thinks he’s somethin special now and we’ll 
no hear the end ‘o it when he’s back. So,’ he asked, cocking 
his head on one side, ‘were ye just spinnin a yarn about 
yer royal connections?’ 
   Blue sighed. ‘Not at all old chap.  In fact, I should be back 
at the palace now instead of chatting with you.’
   Corporal fluffed his feathers – ‘Och what are ye worried 
aboot ya numpty . . . yer no lost . . . yer in the palace now.’ 
   Blue gazed out the roost at the buildings opposite and 
turned to Corporal.  ‘This is the wrong palace.  My palace 
isn’t opposite a weird building covered in scaffolding.’
 Corporal spluttered angrily. ‘Weird building!! Scaffolding!!   
I’ll huv you know son that you huv the privilege of 
perchin’ in Holyrood palace and thon building opposite 
is our specially designed Scottish Parliament wi’ its artful 
bamboo façade!! And anyway’, he continued, ‘What’s 
your palace got that we havnae?’  
   ‘Well . . .’ Blue thought for a moment . . .’we have our 
Queen’.  
   ‘Aye’, challenged Corporal, ‘so dae we.  She visits every 
year n’ flings a wee party!’
     Blue thought for a moment, ‘and there’s the royal pigeon 
keepers who make sure we’re looked after and well fed.’  
   Hearing this, Dodger – always alert when food was 
mentioned, chipped in.  ‘Well . . . we dinnae need keepers.   
We can pick and choose where and what we eat.’
    ‘Aye,’ added Corporal, ‘as long as ye avoid thon wummin 
up the road’s clootie dumplin . . . it would sink a battleship 
. . . yin o the lads couldnae take off for two days!’  
   The pigeons fluffed and preened and shook their tail 
feathers at the thought of being grounded.  
   ‘Then there’s the Indian takeaway’ added Corporal, 
‘Bonaparte tried their haggis curry once and was turbo-
charged for a week.’  
    ‘Aye – and I couldnae sit doon furr a while either’ winced 
Bonaparte, shifting uncomfortably on his perch. 
   Blue listened to this with increasing distaste. These 
were not his sort . . . no breeding . . . quite vulgar . . . not 
speaking the Queen’s English – in fact just not up to royal 
standards at all’.  
   Really into his stride now, Dodger continued, ‘The 
breweries are no bad, lots of grain but ye’ve tae watch 
where ye peck it or ye’ll end up like wee Alky ower there.’   
He nodded to the back of the roost where Alky lay, flat on 
his back, wings outstretched, legs akimbo and seemingly 
lifeless.  

    Blue was horrified at the sight.  ‘Is he dead?’   
   Corporal chuckled – ‘Naw . . . just over imbibed again but 
he always makes it back and we just let him sleep it off.’
   Blue was becoming increasingly anxious, he hated this 
environment, and nothing would induce him to stay here.  
His distaste was noted by Corporal.  ‘So, ah suppose ye’ll 
be headin back tae yer cosy wee palace now eh?’  
   Blue stretched his wings in preparation for the flight, the 
rings on his legs catching the first rays of the morning sun.  
He looked back into the darkness of the roost, noting the 
piles of feathers, the dirt, the stalagmite piles of droppings 
donated by generations of the inhabitants and longed for 
his own well-kept home.
   ‘Yes – Thank you for your hospitality but I really must 
rush – they’ll be waiting to clock me in.’ 
     Corporal looked at him scornfully.  ‘Dae ye mean tae say 
ye have tae be back by a certain time?’
   Blue was a little surprised at the question. ‘But of course, 
old boy – that’s what we’re bred for – I’m taken away from 
my mate and then released to fly home by a certain time.   
I usually beat my record, but I’m worried I won’t make it 
now.’   
    Dodger – now wide awake - considered this statement.   
‘Ye know pal – ah feel sorry furr ye. Thon pretty rings on 
yerr legs are just shackles. You’re just a wee slave chained 
tae thon English palace. We’ve got mair freedom here 
than you wi all yerr fancy ways and finery’. 
   A piper was below the roost now, the skirl of the pipes 
rousing Dodger to an impassioned fury, adding, ’and by 
the way, mah ancestors aw came frae pit villages and did 
their bit furr King ‘n country too but didnae make a song 
‘n dance aboot it like you lot!’  
  Dodger now carried away with his own eloquence, 
feathers ruffling angrily, head stabbing forward to 
emphasise the point – continued, ‘and them that didnae 
get blasted came back wi bits blawn aff and nae hames 
tae go tae, so ye ken where ye can stick yerr breeding and 
aw yerr medals!! 
    Sensing the atmosphere was becoming less than friendly, 
Corporal escorted Blue out of the roost.  ‘Now then, ye can 
get a drink frae that pool doon there ootside the ‘weird 
building’ and a snack at thon wee restaurant up the road.   
Ye cannae miss it – it’s called ‘Flour o Scotland’. 
   ‘Oh, thank you so much old chap – I’ve always wanted 
to try your Scottish cuisine,’ gushed Blue, relieved to be 
escaping Dodger’s angst and back to his own familiar 
world. 
   As he took off – Bonaparte whispered to Corporal – ‘ye 
do know Flour o Scotland is thon curry house that hot 
rodded me?  
Corporal winked.  ‘Aye – he did say he was in a hurry, so 
I’ve sent him homeward . . . probably wi’ his tail between 
his legs . . . tae think again!  
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THE MILL STREAM   Hannah Faoilean

The interview had gone well. Even after all this time, Joe 
could recognise approving looks when he saw them. And 
the handshake had suggested the job was as good as his. 
So why was he walking in this direction? 
   He was still in his interview suit, his briefcase in his 
hand, but the shoes he had spent a good fifteen minutes 
polishing were now covered in soil dust.
   Turn around. She’s gone. But his feet would not turn. 
They kept walking him in the same direction: back to the 
mill stream.
   The mill house came into view: white walls, the steep 
slopes of thatched roof, the little squares of windows. A 
‘For Sale’ sign creaked in the Autumn breeze. 
   Go home, his sensibility pleaded, but he couldn’t. The 
flat he’d rented on the dirty street where men groaned or 
laughed as they left the pub and empty cans rattled down 
the tarmac: that wasn’t home. This was home. That flat 
belonged to the Joe who’d cleared his name, who’d just, 
most probably, talked his way into a job as a salesman, 
who might, one day, earn enough to buy an apartment 
where a stainless-steel kitchen would shine back at him. 
   He’d felt like that Joe at the interview but not anymore. 
Now, he was Joe-the-miller like his father and his 
grandfather and every man in his family that history could 
remember.
   Alania would never have settled into life as a miller, or a 
miller’s wife.
   That’s what they should have locked me up for: for trying 
to tame her wildness. She wasn’t mine to tame. And I 
wasn’t hers, but I wanted to be hers. I still want to be hers.
Joe stared at his dusty shoes. Alania hated shoes. They 
used to take them off right here on the bank. He looked 
up. Under our wishing tree. 
   He swiped his hand across the branches; they tinkled 
with the sound of tinfoil bells that he and Alania had hung 
there: wishes for a long and happy life, wishes for many 
laughing children. 
   ‘Fuck wishes!’ He tore them from the tree and flung 
them to the ground. They bounced on the crisp leaves. 
    Crumpled silver landed on his shoe and slid off. He lifted 
his foot, ready to crush it, crush that stupid, never-to-be 
wish. 
   Something stopped him – as if the bell was repelling 
his shoe. He crouched, touched it, wondered which wish 
it was. It felt lonely, broken. He picked it up, reshaped it, 
carried it to the house.
    A bird table stood on the leaf-covered lawn. A stone robin 
perched on its edge, head tilted, its white eye staring at 
the flies that bobbed lifelessly in the pool. Joe lay on the 
leaves and reached between the struts at the base of the 
table. He felt around, touched metal. 
   They didn’t think to look here. The curve of a smile – a 
moment of miniscule triumph. He hooked his forefinger 

over the key and drew it towards him.
   There was no sound as the door opened – the estate 
agents must have oiled the hinges. He put his briefcase 
down, checked the bell on his palm and cradled it with 
fingers like flower sepals. One last wish.
   He raised his head. Sunlight shone through the landing 
window, painting pale stripes on the dark-brown bannisters. 
He curled his fingers over his bell and climbed the stairs.
   When he opened the bedroom door, for a split-second 
he thought he saw her lying there, the sun casting the 
purple of the curtains into the purple in her hair. But no.    
There was nothing there but a pillow.
    He took off his shoes, his clothes, lay on the bed. 
   This was how they had found him: naked, wet from the 
mill water, his arm curved around Alania’s waist.
    She had asked him to drink. He would have done anything 
she’d asked of him. He still would.
   The liquid had trickled through his body. He’d felt it go 
down. He’d laughed when his world turned into a mass of 
changing colours – colours he could reach and touch and 
see on Alania’s skin.
   Joe held the bell in the light, watched the purple rays 
dance on the crinkled surface.
    Alania had undressed him and giggled as she threw each 
piece of clothing onto the floor.
   Afterwards, she’d taken his hand and led him down the 
stairs, into the sunshine, to the wishing tree. And the 
stream. 
   She’d waded away from him. Water was at her waist 
when she turned.
   He’d watched her beckoning fingers. And shaken his 
head. He’d watched her dance in the spray of the mill 
wheel. He should have called her back, but he’d watched 
and watched until he knew he must follow. 
     Joe swayed his hand, and the bell, in and out of the light.
  He remembered swimming towards her, how they’d 
sunk entwined. Bubbles from their lips had touched, 
mingled, risen to the surface. He’d stroked her purple hair, 
spread out like a halo around her. He’d pressed his wet 
skin against hers and kissed her until every part of her was 
floating.
    Joe stilled his hand. The bell trembled then stopped. 
   ‘I didn’t kill you, Alania. You know I never meant it.’ 
   They hadn’t believed him in court, but, unable to prove 
otherwise, they’d had to release him. Or should have 
released him; instead they’d put him on suicide watch.
    He’d convinced them though. Eventually, he’d convinced 
them that the tablets were working; the counselling was 
working; he was determined to start a new life.
    What life? A life of suspicious stares? A life of memories 
and guilt and shame? A life without Alania? He didn’t 
even have the mill house anymore.
    He held the tinfoil bell aloft. He shook it and waited – as 
if it could ring, as if it could answer. 
   ‘Take me with you, Alania. Take me.’
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   The curtains ruffled. A breeze billowed them into the 
room. Purple rays danced on Joe’s forehead. 
   Not rays. Dots of light. He sat up, looked at the lights 
and smiled. 
    He followed them out of the bedroom, down the stairs, 
past his briefcase, into the garden. He passed the bird 
table, the curve in the dusty path. He broke into a run and 
ran until he reached the wishing tree. 
  The paddles of the mill wheel flung water as they 
splashed into the stream. Purple light danced in the sun-
kissed spray.
   ‘Thank you,’ Joe whispered. ‘Thank you.’ 
   He climbed down from the bank, stepped forwards. Cold 
touched his waist. He opened his fingers.
   Later, downstream, a tinfoil bell floated.

PHOEBE’S PASSING PROVES PROBLEMATIC   
George Cunningham

Great aunt Phoebe Macfie OBE had never been to 
Colonsay.  Most countries east of Suez: and further 
afield; yes.  Colonsay, the little island off the west coast 
of Scotland: no!  Therefore it was passing strange that 
while on her deathbed great aunt Phoebe murmured. ‘I 
want to be buried with the ancestors.’ What ancestors?  
A distant niece, Marigold Russell, by default Phoebe’s 
only living relative, scratched her head and then, as if by 
divine intervention, an idea came to her – ‘We’ll take her 
to Colonsay.’  
   Now, Marigold’s husband Richard, who had been 
consumed with disinterest in Phoebe Macfie’s request, 
came alive.  ‘Colonsay’, he said, ‘what a topping idea. It 
has a range of peaks, over 20 as I recall, and we could 
make a holiday out of it; do a bit of hill walking too.  We’ll 
ask our friends, the Campbells along as well.  But what’s 
the connection with Phoebe?’ ‘Ah,’ said Marigold, a note 
of satisfaction in her voice, ‘that was the homeland of the 
Clan Macfie.’ She paused, and then added ‘More or less.  
The Macfies moved about a bit in the Inner Hebrides.’  
And, with a smile of achievement on her face Marigold sat 
back in her chair and turned her attention to The Times 
crossword.
   Phoebe had led a busy life ‘on behalf of the Crown’ as 
she put it and while she was very knowledgeable about 
faraway places with strange sounding names, as well as 
being reasonably wealthy, she had never met ‘Mr Right’ 
nor for that matter had the inclination to even look.
   So, as her life went into decline at the age of 96, she 
had been placed in a care home, a very up-market one, 
where she was well looked after till her final days.  Now 
Phoebe had gone and left Marigold with the conundrum 
of finding a final resting place.
   Great aunt Phoebe was cremated and her remains 
placed in a tub which caused Marigold some concern.  

‘What a pity,’ she said to her husband, ‘that an intelligent 
and well-travelled woman should be reduced to a mass-
produced plastic tub.’
   Several months passed before Marigold, Richard and 
friends Liam and Jess, set off in two loaded cars with two 
dogs – and great aunt Phoebe’s mortal remains tucked 
carefully between an inflatable sun bed and a frozen food 
container in the boot of Marigold’s car. 
   A journey to the islands of the Inner Hebrides always starts 
with a trip aboard a Caledonian Macbrayne roll-on-roll-
off ferry.  Colonsay is not a large island with a population 
of only 125, but that did not mean that Marigold and 
friends could just dig a hole in the local churchyard and 
bury Phoebe’s remains.  Her ashes, of course, could be 
scattered surreptitiously here but Marigold said Phoebe 
deserved more, so a burial at sea was the answer.  ‘We’ll 
head for Kiloran Bay,’ said Marigold.  ‘That’s where the 
Atlantic ocean has caressed the sweep of golden sand 
since time began.’
    It was a sunny morning with a mild breeze when the 
party set off for Phoebe’s final journey. Led by Marigold 
clutching great aunt Phoebe’s plastic tub, a suitable spot 
was found and the 23rd psalm was sung before the tub 
top was removed and Marigold, with due ceremony,  
scattered Phoebe’s ashes on the water.  That was nearly 
what happened for a gentle breeze lifted some of the 
ashes and blew them back on shore.   Sausage, the 
Campbell’s Staffie leapt forward and began to hungrily 
consume Phoebe remains, sand and all.

RAINBOW DINNER    Jock Stein

Raise the colours from their dish:
curly kale dark green, red carrot
gives a nod to purple beetroot,
parsnip goes a shade of ochre
next to tatties, sliced off white
to snuggle up to salmon bake.

Fixed with ancient modern know-how,
every hue a chemical mix
splashed subtle deep into the diet,
banquet picture-framed with love
and pride and skill and veggie savvy:
buried at the rainbow’s end
a crock of golden tenderness.
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THE SEARCH FOR SUNLIGHT      Richard Candy

It must have been,
Perhaps in a dream
So long ago, somewhere
That I saw a girl
With the most beautiful gift
Sunlight in her hair

I could not resist
That beautiful sight
Her hair was filled
With diamonds of light

But as I approached 
The beautiful girl
I remembered the words

Sunlight or Shadow
What is it to be
Look at the mirror
The deep shining sea
Look at your thoughts
There’s a beautiful key
Choose very carefully
If you wish to walk free

And so the girl smiled
There were beautiful stars
That swept her hair back
On small metal bars

There was a tiny gold ring
That held her hair tight
With sapphires embroidered
That caught the sunlight

Once more I heard
The waves on the shore
The girl laughed and smiled
Yet I just wanted more

She spoke with a voice
And she told of the fable
Take the sunlight or shadow
Whichever you’re able

I loved her completely
Her eyes filled with joy
Her lips were so gentle
I was a young boy
How could I tell her
That I loved her so much
I made the eternal mistake
I wanted to touch
And I wanted to find
What made the sun bright
What filled her whole face
With beautiful light

She had tried to explain
That she too was in love
There was brightness in me
From the warm sun above

Had I ever imagined
That this could yet be
I was too young to realise
That the best things come free

Yes of course I struggled
To find the great arch
Of beautiful sunlight
Connecting the heart

I was searching for sunlight
And I saw it right there
The miraculous disc
Was adorning her hair
With a long band of gold
That shone everywhere
I thought THAT was sunlight
As it gleamed in the air

I believed I had found it
I thought it was the bright sun
It did not look like shadow
I really thought I had won
But sunlight is subtle
Its not made of real gold
Its made of the warmth
Which love bring to hold

“Now look very closely”
The girl said to me
“Do you know what is sunlight
Have you found the real key

Have you found any answers
What is it to be
Choose the sunlight or shadow
And you shall walk free”

Well I looked at the sunlight
That was now growing dim
And I heard the whole landscape
And its beautiful hymn

There was so much I envied
How she kept her hair prisoned
With a band of real sunlight
That entranced as it glistened

Such things are distractions
I loved her completely
As the rainbow came down
The music sang sweetly
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She took off her hairband
“Do I not look the same?”
Her eyes filled with tears
My heart filled with pain

“It’s the shadow, not sunlight”
I insisted, I said
I loved her dark eyes
She lowered her head

“Trust me,” she spoke
“Is it the shadow you love
Or the sunlight of gold
That hovers above?”

Once again I would hear
The enigmatic refrain
That confounded my reason
The thoughts in my brain

“The sunlight or shadow
Which is it to be
Will you touch the real gold
Or the light that is free
Will you touch someone’s heart
For that is the key
If you can find happiness
Then you have found me.”

Sometimes the questions
Need no longer be asked
When a man finds his love
Then the truth is unmasked
The glitter of the hairband
Was surely quite bright
But it was only the signal
That I was losing the fight

I could have touched all that sun
I could have felt it myself
All the gold I’d have won
It was the world’s wealth

I touched my life’s dream
And perhaps I had seen
The rainbow arc heavenward
A bright shining beam

You can look there forever
To the rainbow’s far end
Said the girl in my thoughts
I shall be your dear friend

Whenever you trust me
Bring your heart out to heal
Though I’m only a shadow
My feelings are real

I’m here in your heart
And our feelings are one
On the days you are happy
In the light of the sun

I’m the light of the landscape
I’m the trees that are green
The most radiant landscape
You see in a dream

I’m there to bring warmth
Your soft counterpart
For when you are happy
I’m in your dear heart

And that was the moment
When I looked out to sea 
I had found the real truth
The way things should be

I had seen the sky lift
The bright colours the key
It was her pretty gift
But a lifeline for me

But if that’s what it is
And it reaches within
To touch my whole vision
Of the world I live in

Then that’s all I can do
Its still just a part
A fragment no less
Of a reflective sad heart

But these feelings I write
From the heart that is me
Will forever look onwards
Beyond every sea 
Beyond all horizons
I will fight hard to free
The emotions within
With real poetry

Beyond every barrier
Yes I will find the key
I will reach you, my sweetheart
With real poetry
I will bring you the sunlight
And all that can be
All the love that is pouring
Directly from me
I will bring you my heart
As the sun beams fall free
My best songs and poems
And Eternity


